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PREFACE

This is the fourth quarterly progress report issued under Contract

Ilonr 1834(08) and covers the period 1 October 1956 to 31 December 1956.

The research under this project deals with "General Problems of

Broadband Amplification in the Microwave Frequency Range." The work

is, in general, a continuation of research initiated under the terms

of Contract U6-ori-071 Task XIX and later continued under Contract

N6-ori-07156.

PERSONNEL

The following persons participated in contract activities during the

report period:

Supervisor

L. Goldstein, Professor

Graduate Associates and Assistants:

Hurray L. Babcock, Research Assistant

Kenneth R. Brunn, Research Associate

D.F. Holshouser, Research Associate

Technicians:

Robert N. 7/aggener, Senior Glass Blower
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lo INVESTIGATION OF THE TRIODE WITH A HOLLOW CATHODE — Mo L. Babcock

During this report period, two triodes, similar in construction and

dimensions to those previously described, were completed and tested. The first

tube's emission seemed to be satisfactory when operated initially as a diode,

but when the triode connections were used, the total cathode emission was only

about half the predicted value. No explanation of this effect is apparent,

but it seems reasonable to assume that the shape of the field near the

cathode aperture is different when the tube is operated under diode condi-

tions and under triode conditions, with the result that different total

cathode emission appears.

Tests on the first tube also indicated an unusually high percentage of

the emission current being collected by the grid—over 70^—whereas the

screening fraction for the grid used was only 0.25" Thus the grid collected

two to three times as much current as predicted. The distortion of the field

near the cathode aperture may account for this. Also, upon examination of the

grid after removing it from the tube, it was found that the grid wires were

displaced rather badly from their proper positions, several of them being in

contact with each other and many having sagged such that they were no longer

in the same plane as before* This could have resulted in an increased screen-

ing fraction for the grid.

The second tube assembled and tested contained a hollow cathode consist-

ing of a Oc313 inch diameter sphere with an electron emission aperture

On 020 inch in diameter. The grid was a planar structure made of 0.0003 inch

diameter tungsten wires placed 0.00120 inch on centers from each other. The

plate was a planar disk made of steel and nickel-plated. The aperture-to-

grid plane spacing was 0.032 inch and the grid-plane to plate spacing was



0.031 inch. Leakage resistance on this tube was greater than 10 ohms

between any two electrodes.

Figure 1 shows the transfer (mutual) characteristics for the second tube.

As is seen from the curves, the amplification factor, // , of the tube is not

very constant, varying considerably with plate potential, e, , and grid poten-

tial, e
c

. For example, the /( for e
c

= volts and e^ s 80 volts is approx-

imately 2000; the^ for ec = volts and e D = 250 volts is approximately

1000. However, the transconductance, g^, of the tube remains fairly constant

over the range of grid potentials from -0.2 to-/-0.2 volts, being approxi-

mately 0.4 micromhos. The plate resistance, r , of the tube is about lo"

ohms for grid potentials around zero volts.

Figure 2 is a graph of the logarithms of total cathode current versus

the logarithm of equivalent voltage for plate voltage equal to zero potential.

The curve also fits for very highly This figure is used to determine the

constants in the equation for current for plane triodes as follows:

The current law for plane triodes is:

ie = i D + ic = G(e c -f_ % ) = G ee
A

in which ie is the total cathode emission current in amperes

i^ is the total plate current in amperes

ic is the total grid current in amperes

G is a constant known as the "perveance" of the tube

e c is the grid potential in volts with respect to the cathode

e D is the plate potential in volts with respect to the cathode

y^C is the amplification factor of the tube

<> is a constant

ee is the equivalent potential in volts with respect to the
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Figure 2 Plot of Cathode Current versus Effective Voltage



cathode, (ee = ec-z-fb )•

Taking the logarithm of both sides of the above equation, the result is:

log le = log (ib+ ic ) = log G + ct- log (ec +- 2fe).

This equation has the slope-intercept form for a straight line:

y a mx + b,

and so a plot of (1^-h ic ) versus (ec -f- fb) on logarithmic graph paper should

be a straight line if the tube is assumed to behave in a manner similar to a

planar triode.

Figure 2 is a reasonable straight line for values of equivalent voltage

above lo5 volts. Thus the constants in the current law equation are:

o^ is the slope of the line =0.90

G is the intercept of the line with (ec -t- f£ S 1) - coordinate

= 1.05 x 10 .

The current law then becomes:

ib+ ic
= 1.05 x 10-6 (^f^) - 90

To better illustrate and compare the curves obtained with a planar

triode, the curves for a theoretical equivalent planar triode are shown as

dashed curves in Figures 1 and 2. The equivalent planar triode is one which

has identical structure, both geometrical shape and size, to the hollow

cathode triode, with the exception of the cathode itself. Here, the equi-

valent planar triode uses a planar cathode with the same area as the

aperture in the hollow cathode.

The dashed curves in Figure 1 are for plate potentials, e^, of 80 volts

and 250 volts. Curves for other plate potentials would have the same shape,

but shifted in the negative or positive direction on the ec - axis by an

amount ~ eb from the one shown. From these curves it is seen that the



hollow cathode triode has greater current than the equivalent triode for

plate potentials belov; about 100 volts. Also, the g^ of the hollow cathode

triode is as good or better than the gm of the equivalent triode and the r

for plate potentials below 100 volts is better for the hollow cathode triode.

Several undesirable effects appeared in the second triode during its

operation. For example, grid emission developed, but only in amount equal to

5$ of the cathode emission. Incomplete activation apparently plagued the

cathode, showing up as lack of repeatable data from one day to the next. Still

other effects, common to all triodes tested so far, were the deformation of

the grid due to the heat from the cathode and the coating of the grid wires

with barium due to evaporation from the aperture,, The effect of this barium

build-up on the grid is to increase the screening fraction of the grid and

thus cause the grid to intercept more electrons when it is positive than the

calculated screening fraction would indicate. This actual screening fraction

also increases with time, thus reducing the plate current as the tube ages.

Because of the latter effect, it is now believed that a new control

electrode shape and placement are desirable for the final switching triode

tube e Also, since the calculated constants of the tube using planar triode

theory differ considerably from the experimental constants, it seems likely

that planar theory is not applicable to the design of the tube. However,

the comparison between the equivalent triode and the hollow cathode trioae

indicates that a triode having considerably different characteristics from

the conventional triode can be developed.

One additional triode remains to be tested as a final source of some

more conclusive information, and then a new approach to the design will be

started. The new approach will be to influence the electric field shape at



the cathode aperture by means of control grids which do not intercept

electrons emitted from the aperture. Several means of doing this are now

being considered.

2 U THE HIGH VOLTAGE HOLLOW CATHODE INVESTIGATION — K.R. Brunn

The high voltage hollow cathode investigation has been completed and

a detailed technical report has been written and is currently being prepared

for publicationo The title of this report
9
which is expected to be avail-

able for distribution in mid-March, is "An Investigation of the Hollow

Spherical Cathodes Part I» Emission Mechanisms of Hollow Spherical

Cathodes; Part IIo Development of a High Level Pulser".
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